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“wE ArE OnE” 
by Cooper Stivers
Everything is settled exactly 
where it needs to be
An indescribable emotion
An opiate den of knowledge
The world is exploding
Right now.
I can create amazing things
I can do anything
Everything is just so insignificant.
An unimaginable, 
indescribable feeling
Time is undefinable
Though it’s existence is undeniable.
We are here, scrupulously,
in the center
of the introduction
and finale
of reality
Exploration and the sky is limitless
It all exists together
and with them
we are one.
My lust for the world 
right now is full.
The society of inanimate objects 
will never be still again.
I feel like a better person.
Supernatural speed and 
supersonic emotions
Never-ending colors and sounds 
that jump from wall to wall
Shadows are breathing and travel 
is just a brief intermission
I want to see more like that
colliding into a catastrophe
The world is full of win
Everything explodes into 
amazing science!
A committee assembled
to the world of in between.
Colors between lines
and sounds behind colors
An army of unfinished sentences
Words are never the 
sequential beings
as we were told they are to be.
Letters are shapes
of sounds and molded
into colors
and definitions do not exist
